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CONTEXT 
This publication was prepared by Garnet Hertz for the Making 
Matters symposium on Thursday 19, Friday 20 and Saturday 21 
November 2020 in collaboration with Het Nieuwe Instituut in Den 
Haag. This publication is a collection of notes on the terms 
critical making and D.I.Y. and it sketches out a few quick 
thoughts on the terms and what applications they have for 
studio practice and cultural studies. 

The three day conference  is organized by the workgroup 
Material Practices (formerly known as Critical Making). Recent 
years have seen the emergence of a new kind of collective 
material practices that transgress the classical opposition 
between theory and practice, or thinking and making. These 
practices actively engage with our catastrophic times and yield 
collaborations that connect cultural, technological and more-
than-human concerns. They show a potential to develop a 
comprehensive approach to art, science and technologies, 
driven by the necessity to fundamentally reimagine the 
relationship of humans to the world. 

The conference brings together practitioners from various 
backgrounds and disciplines such as artistic research, 
experimental publishing, visual art, business and performance. 
These practitioners will share their work in which thinking and 
making are entangled, and will discuss the critical potential that 
this entanglement entails. 

Through online workshops and presentations, the contributors 
invite a broad audience of artists, activists, teachers, theorists, 
students, designers, etherpads and other non-humans, to 
engage with diverse subjects such as alternative economies, 
feral ecologies, shared authorship, xeno-biologies, pedagogies, 
publishing infrastructures and radical collectivities. 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fhetnieuweinstituut.nl%2F&data=04%7C01%7Ce.huurdeman%40kabk.nl%7C8e1ce41f292843f56e1708d8855cf670%7C496e7d4da0264e7e87c3176f39bc8238%7C0%7C0%7C637405981610134830%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=CF6OsXj0uJcbASNyLtqZq2HHQGWSiW%2F1qMnUfC6a%2F8M%3D&reserved=0




1. 
CRITICAL MAKING 

 

Most simply, critical making is a contraction of the terms 
"critical thinking" and "making": to think by building things. The 
term itself was coined by Matt Ratto in 2008 to describe the 
combination of critical thought with hands-on making: if we can 
critically think, why can't we also critically make? By bringing 
pedagogical practice together with material engagement, he 
sought to open up and extend critical social reflection.  



Critical making also echoes aspects of critical design, a related 
term that suggests building design prototypes can push users 
into more complex emotional and psychological territory by 
questioning social norms, stimulating discussion, and prompting 
criticism of design (Dunne & Raby, Auger). 



These two schools of thought have different concerns. Critical 
making strives to be more process-oriented and hands-on, while 
critical design is generally more scenario-oriented. Critical 
making is more focused on the hands-on constructive building 
process, while critical design primarily creates dialogue, often a 
critique of commercial product design. In both cases, both of 
these critical objects clash against normative design ideals that 
are common in products like optimization, efficiency, and 
utopianism. 



Critical making, as I see it, is useful in reintroducing a sense of 
criticality back into post-2010 maker culture: to un-sanitize, un-
smooth and re-politicize it. Critical making can also be helpful as 
a critique of ‘zombie formalist' and gadget-oriented electronic 
art. This perspective on critical making is interested in 
mobilizing approaches from experimental media art, critically 
engaged industrial design and computer science interaction 
research that take cultural production and humanities-oriented 
inquiry seriously within the context of building functional 
technologies. Approaches include the concepts of critical 
technical practice, values in design, critical design, theory 
objects, and reflective design. This body of scholarship argues 
that all built technological artifacts embody cultural values and 
that technological development and hands-on making can be 
combined to create provocative objects that encourage a re-
evaluation of technology in culture. 

   
   

   
  



  

Arts-oriented contexts include the terms of interrogative design, 
critical engineering, perverting technological correctness, 
adversarial design, tactical media, and works of contemporary 
media art — all of which take an attitude of humanities-based 
inquiry into the production of art objects and technologies. Our 
job should be interrogative, as Wodiczko describes: "Design as a 
research proposal and implementation can be called 
interrogative when it takes a risk, explores, articulates, and 
responds to the questionable conditions of life in today's world, 
and does so in a questioning manner.” (Wodiczko, 1999) 





My interest in the term critical making comes from a historically-
situated perspective of studio practice. I agree with Ratto so far 
as critical making is helpful to infuse maker culture with a sense 
of critical reflection and re-politicize technology design. I am 
also invigorated by critical design’s idea that the builders of 
technology — hackers, engineers, industrial designers, 
computer scientists, and product developers — can reflect on 
the assumptions and values embedded in their technological 
designs. However, by contrast to both Ratto’s interpretation and 
Dunne & Raby's critical design, I see value in applying the 
approach to artistic practice.  

As Albert Borgmann, a philosopher who informed my approach 
to the concept of Critical Making, put it, "if we are to challenge 
the rule of technology, we can do so only through the practice of 
engagement” (Borgmann, 1984). These interrogative 
approaches are helpful in tempering the wide-eyed optimism of 
startup-oriented maker culture and reconnecting it with its 
historical, tactical and controversial histories. That is, it "must 
critically explore and reveal often painful life experience rather 
than camouflage such experience by administering the 
painkillers of optimistic design fantasies” (Wodiczko, 1999). 
Cleverly exploring the difficult lived-through experiences is more 
stimulating than making something faster or more efficient.  

These themes and lessons can help steer the maker movement 
towards art and research, and away from the dual shoals of 
apolitical claims and crass commercialism. It will fail if it does 
not extend itself into a larger discussion about why things are 
built in the first place.   ▣ 





2. 

D.I.Y. 

 

According to the New Oxford American Dictionary, D.I.Y. is 
simply an abbreviation for “do-it-yourself.” On its own, this 
definition provides little clarity. Some theorists like Florian 
Cramer have asked whether the term D.I.Y. actually means 
anything at all, or suggested that it is “best understood from 
within, since it includes personal involvement and 
entanglement” (Cramer, 2019). 

  



In North America, "D.I.Y." brings to mind home improvement 
stores like The Home Depot that assist individuals in repairing or 
upgrading their residences. However, it also often refers to 
fabric shops, scrapbook supply stores, hobby stores, and car 
part suppliers. Although locations like this attract many 
professionals, the appeal of D.I.Y. is that a job can be done 
cheaper and under one's own time frame. Throughout, the 
common assumption is that “doing it yourself" makes the 
person using the object responsible for making, repairing or 
modifying it. However, D.I.Y. is more than just self-repair without 
the use of experts. 



 

My interest in grassroots technological innovation, like the Indian 
concept of ‘jugaad,’ is meant to empower communities often left 
out of Silicon Valley’s narrow concept of innovation as success 
in the marketplace. Scarcity and need can be an opportunity for 
creativity. D.I.Y. practice disrupts boundaries but also creates 
new structures and fields of expertise. The “disruptive” and 
“countercultural” eventually becomes co-opted and absorbed 
by the mainstream to varying degrees. Eventually, hobbyist 
knowledge becomes institutionally validated, then existing in 
tension with new forms of amateur practice.  



Specific cultural and artistic movements can be thought of as 
D.I.Y.-oriented. This includes the punk movement, Fluxus, mail 
art, or even phone phreaking. Looking to our current day, a 
“D.I.Y.” perspective contains valuable amateur practices that 
can help us navigate contemporary political and corporate 
dilemmas. In a basic sense, communities have always had to 
“make do” through necessity. 







I define D.I.Y. as a materially-oriented, embodied practice that is 
individually-directed and non-managed. D.I.Y. practitioners 
often believe there is a value in manual labor, while rejecting the 
optimized structure of mass manufacturing. This work is 
intrinsically rewarding and politically engaging. ‘Doing’ is an 
embodied activity where hands and mind work together to 
manipulate physical materials. The built objects often bear the 
marks of non-standard and non-professional approaches to 
building artifacts. 

In other words, D.I.Y. artifacts frequently have a low-fidelity and 
‘folk’ look to them. This often is a byproduct of D.I.Y. builders 
making do with whatever is at hand, a bricolage of limited 
materials and skills. D.I.Y. work is typically done by amateurs 
driven by a lack of resources and the love of making things. As a 
result, D.I.Y. projects often bear visual marks of how they were 
built or cobbled together.  



D.I.Y. projects are generally built using everyday and available 
materials and are not-for-profit. D.I.Y. is often driven by an 
immediate functional need: to fix something or create an object 
that addresses what is missing from popular culture. Typically, 
common materials are used in D.I.Y. practice. This often leads to 
an aesthetic of openness: inexpensive materials often promote 
an attitude where others are invited to do it themselves. The 
challenge of building the object also leaves traces of how it was 
built, and acts as a visual guide for how to build it. ‘Yourself’ 
implies an amateur that driven by personal goals—part of a 
search for authenticity—rather than financial gain. 



As a result, D.I.Y. can be thought of as appreciating amateurism 
and an effort to break out of managerial constraints. Rejecting 
standard metrics of efficiency, speed, resolution, or capacity 
means these projects can share the attributes of both post-
optimal objects and craft production (Dunne, 2005).   ▣ 
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